News from the ASD...

The Echo issue two is now online
Issue two of The Echo is now available to read online here, and features an article
outlining Noise at Work legislation, as well as a showcase of Gareth Owen's work on
Pippin at the Menier Chocolate Factory.

Sarah Rushton-Read joins the ASD
We're delighted to welcome to the ASD, Sarah Rushton-Read, who joins us as Editor of
the Echo magazine. Sarah will take on the job of co-ordinating and editing contributions to
our quarterly magazine. Click here to read more.

NT Revealed: Sound Design
Sound Designer and ASD Chair, Gareth Fry leads a session at the National Theatre, open
to the general public, introducing sound design techniques and examining how sound is
used to provoke and play with an audience's imagination. Click here for more details.

Sound Design - Call for Work
The V&A Museum are hosting the highlights from the Society of British Theatre Designers
National Exhibition from mid March until mid September this year. If you would be
interested in having your work included in the exhibition or want to know more, click here

for more details.

World Stage Design 2013 details
The World Stage Design 2013 is an exhibition of international performance design, from
the world of opera, theatre and dance as well as public performances and performance art
installations from non-theatre spaces. Click here for more details.

Changes to the ASD
We're in the process of making some changes to how we run the Association of Sound
Designers. One of these changes is how we send you news. Rather than only having this
newsletter every few weeks, we'll be posting to our new news page here. We'll Tweet and
Facebook a link to new articles as they're published so you can keep up to date. You can
follow us on Twitter or Like us on Facebook to get these updates, simply click on the links
on our homepage. We'll still send out the Herald newsletter but it'll be slightly shorter and
link to the news page where you can read the article in full.
Some of the other changes we have in mind are more significant and we'll start emailing
all our members shortly, more informally, to discuss how we implement these changes.
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